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Abstract

One of the main challenges that numerical weather prediction centres face, is to adapt their
operational codes and underlying numerical methods to run and scale efficiently on modern
supercomputer platforms which are often based on diverse and heterogenous architectures.
Inevitably, this implies that intrusive code refactoring is required and therefore investing in
infrastructure developments that enhance the flexibility of software developments becomes
essential. In ECMWF this effort is centred around the Atlas software framework [1].

One of the features that Atlas supports is “on demand” generation of different meshes of
arbitrary resolution and field remapping between these. Exploiting this feature, IFS capability
has been extended to perform “multiple grid/resolution” tracer transport using either semi-
Lagrangian advection or conservative Finite Volume advection based on the Multidimensional
Positive Definite Transport Algorithm [3]. The advection process is forced by model winds
which are computed from the high resolution driving model. Atlas field remapping, allows
to compute the tracer advection at a much lower resolution grid and at a substantially lower
cost. With this approach, the high resolution wind information is retained but downscaled
at lower resolution. The ultimate goal is to extend this approach so that computationally
expensive processes such as radiation and chemistry can run on a low resolution grid retaining
the benefits of high resolution “meteorological forcing”.

We will briefly review the current methodology in tracer transport focusing on case studies
from the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) of ECMWF. This is based on
semi-Lagrangian transport enhanced by mass fixers [2]. Earlier investigations showed that
this approach works well for long lived, well mixed greenhouse gases but has weaknessess
when applied to high concentration localised tracers such as dust or reactive species where
local mass conservation is important.

Atlas provides the technical infrastructure for coupling different transport schemes to the
IFS dynamical core. However, there are additional difficulties to overcome when considering
the coupling between a non-conservative with unconditionally stable time-stepping dynamical
core with a conservative CFL limited transport scheme, each obeying a continuity equation of
a different form. We will summarise the multiple grid IFS implementation presenting prelim-
inary results from direct comparisons between conservative and non-conservative advection
schemes demonstrating that the multiple-grid approach is not only a method to offset high
computational costs, but also a framework that enables combining and testing, under a uni-
fied code base, elements of different dynamical cores which are currently operating or being
developed in ECMWF.
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